New On DVD & Blu-Ray

Creed Adonis Johnson Creed (Michael B. Jordan), the son of former
heavyweight champion Apollo Creed, attempts to follow in his father's
footsteps and become a boxing legend in his own right. Apollo died in the
ring in the 1980s at the hand of Russian pugilist Ivan Drago, forcing Adonis to
grow up without his dad in his life. The young man travels to Philadelphia to
find his late father's nemesis-turned-best friend, Rocky Balboa (Sylvester
Stallone), in order to recruit him as a trainer. Balboa soon takes the young
Creed under his wing and helps him get in shape for a shot at the title. Ryan
Coogler directs this spin-off of the hugely successful Rocky franchise. Warner
Secret In Their Eyes A tight-knit team of rising FBI investigators - Ray
(Chiwetel Ejiofor) and Jess (Julia Roberts), along with their District Attorney
supervisor Claire (Nicole Kidman) - is suddenly torn apart when they discover
that Jess's teenage daughter has been brutally and inexplicably murdered.
Now, thirteen years later, after obsessively searching every day for the elusive
killer, Ray finally uncovers a new lead that he's certain can permanently
resolve the case, nail the vicious murderer, and bring long-desired closure to
his team. No one is prepared, however, for the shocking, unspeakable secret
that will reveal the enduring, destructive effects of personal vengeance on the
human soul. Interweaving past and present, this deeply layered mystery
explores the murky boundaries between justice and revenge, and asks the
question: how far would you go to right an unfathomable wrong? Universal
My All American What Freddy Steinmark (Finn Wittrock) wants most in the
world is to play football. Deemed too small by the usual athletic standards, his
father trains him hard, and Freddie brings a fight to the game that ultimately
gets him noticed - by none other than legendary University of Texas coach
Darrell Royal (Aaron Eckhart). Awarded a scholarship and a chance to play for
the Longhorns, Freddie sets off to Austin with his loving high school
sweetheart Linda (Sarah Bolger), determined to make the team. Alongside his
old teammate Bobby Mitchell (Rett Terell) and new pal James Street (Juston
Street), Freddie is put through the paces of a grueling practice schedule, but
the boys' camaraderie off the field translates into solid playing on it, and they
rise up the depth charts, giving the Longhorns a real chance to turn the team
around. But just when they're reveling in the success, of the season, Freddie
suffers an injury that leads to a shocking diagnosis and the biggest challenge
he will ever face. From the writer of Hoosiers and Rudy, My All American tells
the true story of a boy who became a hero and what it truly means to have
the heart of a champion. Universal
Frankenstein This update on the classic Frankenstein is set in present day and
told entirely from Adam the Monster's perspective. Adam is confronted with
nothing but aggression and violence from the world around him after he is
artificially created, then left for dead. Millennium.
Drunk History Season 3 Did you know that Roald Dahl was spy during World
War II? Or that pinball was once illegal? Join Derek Waters, plus a host of
comedians and A-list actors, as they time travel through history to reenact
stories from American's past. From the precolonial Southwest to the Civil War
to the Cold War, storytellers will teach you things you never knew you didn't
know about our nation's history. In these 13 episodes, the show hits the road
to visit New Jersey, Miami, New Orleans, Cleveland, Oklahoma, Los Angeles,
New Mexico, Las Vegas, and even outer space. The narrators may also interrupt
their stories to stroke Water's face or throw him into their pool. Learning is
more fun when the teacher is wasted. Comedy Central/Paramount
God's Club A faith-based feature about a public school teacher fighting
against angry parents who are insisting on the separation of church and state
and pushing for the end of the school's Bible club. Everything changes,
however, when the parents witness their own children find faith and be
"saved." starring Stephen Baldwin, Corbin Bernsen and Lorenzo Lamas.
Cinedigm
Lost In Hong Kong Xu Lai had dreams once. To be an artist and marry the girl
of his dreams. 15 years later, he's sick of designing bras, humoring his
baby-crazy wife, and catering to loopy in-laws. But his upcoming family
vacation, now including his DVD-pirating, aspiring-documentarian
brother-in-law, has a hidden agenda: a chance meetup with his old flame. But
ditching his clan for a clandestine hookup might be the least of his worries.
There's been a murder, and his new hot pursuit might be from the cops who
want a word with him. Well Go
Angry Birds Toons: Season 2, Volume 2 Angry Birds Toons is a Finnish
animated TV series based on Rovio's video game franchise of the same name.
This animated series provides explanations for the rivalry between the birds
and the pigs; it also relates the birds' and pigs' comedic adventures among
themselves and against each other. Episodes are being released on a schedule
of one per week every Sunday. Sony
Angry Birds Stella: Season 2 The Golden Egg mystery continues in Season
Two of Stella's animated series. Stella and her feathered friends make an
amazing discovery that rocks Golden Egg Island to its molten core - the
location of the lost Golden Egg! It doesn't take long for the flock to find out
that the Golden Egg has some serious power - anything that touches it turns
to gold! With Golden Eggs comes great responsibility. Dahlia hatches a plan to
snatch it - for scientific purposes of course, only the egg has some fearsome
looking guardians. Sony

